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GOOGLE MY 
BUSINESS IS 
CHANGING 

Google My Business has changed their name 
to Google Business Profile and introduced 
some new systems for edits



PROFILE CHANGES
You can edit your business profile directly from Google Search

*image from Google



THE LOCAL SEO 
VALUE OF GMB 
Why Google My Business and 
local SEO are key to more leads



COMPETITORS ON PAGE 1 
Your competitors in organic search aren’t just local while GMB is only local

Companies like 
Wedding Wire and 

TheKnot spend 
thousands to rank first 

in organic but below the 
3-pack



THE 3-PACK
The 3-pack is a prioritized collection of local search results which is shown 

above organic traffic and you have to be a local business. 

3-pack organic 
results below 

3-pack



increase of “near me” or “close by” traffic in two years

of all Google search traffic is local

900%

46%

88%
of mobile local business searches lead to a call or visit within one day

THE UPTICK OF GMB

90%
of the time, the 3-pack is shown above organic search results



YOUR GOOGLE 
MY BUSINESS 
PROFILE 
How to access it, where to sign up 
for it and more on the basics



IF YOU ARE NEW TO GMB
 Search for your business on Google Maps to see if Google has already 

created a profile for you. Logged into Google go to 
https://www.google.com/business/



ELIMINATE DUPLICATE LISTINGS
Duplicate listings can occur if Google knew about your business and set up a 
profile. You set up another one, not realizing there was one already there. Also 

if the name is listed differently

Contact Google via Twitter or phone: @GoogleMyBiz or 1-844-491-9665



CLAIMING YOUR PROFILE
If you sign in you might find that you have access already, or if you’re new to 
the platform you’ll have to wait for Google to send a postcard with a code.

click here



MAKING EDITS
Already have a profile but aren’t sure about next steps? Once logged in to 

your profile you’ll be able to edit using a menu with a range of options



THE GMB APP
You can access your profile via desktop or on the official GMB app; only 

the app has many of the same editing/posting capabilities but:

● You can only view your “followers” (people who choose to follow your 
profile to be notified about future posts) on the GMB app

● Get notified about new reviews and queries so you can easily reply 



MAKE YOUR PROFILE 
AS COMPLETE AS POSSIBLE 

Filling out as many of the details as 
possible can help your ranking



CATEGORIES
Only choose categories that are relevant and accurate to what you do



ADDRESS
While it may be helpful to your GMB profile to have a physical location, 

don’t try to fool Google with a pretend address like a UPS store



SERVICE AREAS
You can choose to show your address or keep it hidden, if you 

work from home you can share service areas you work in



PHONE NUMBER
The phone number on your GMB profile needs to have an area code 

which matches your address, it should not be a toll free number as this 
will not help you on GMB



DIFFERENTIATE LINKS
Fill out all applicable link fields but make sure the information is relevant, for 

example, if you have an appointment booking link, make sure to use that as your 
appointment link rather than simply copying and pasting your Home Page URL

website link

booking link



special hours

business 
hours

ADD HOURS & SPECIAL HOURS 
Be sure to add not only regular business hours on your profile but also 

“special hours” as well to make your profile more complete and accurate



GMB SHORTNAME
Google will typically suggest one for you and likes 

when this field is populated 

*You can only edit your shortname a few times per year



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
There’s a lot of different info fields on your GMB profile, including opening 

date, attributes, etc



GOOGLE SUGGESTIONS
When working on your profile you may see elements in bright orange 

with the option to accept changes, these are suggested by Google



GMB WEBSITE
Your GMB profile gives you the opportunity to create a free Google business 
website using information from your profile; set a site up and customize it 



OTHER DIRECTORIES
While Google is the main directory to rank with, there are numerous other 
directories that you need to be listed in such as Yelp, Bing and Yahoo with 

the exact same contact info



CONSISTENCY IS KEY
Every detail must match what is on your website and citations 



BEING ACTIVE 
ON GMB 
How to impress Google and get 
client engagement on GMB



ADD PHOTOS & VIDEOS
Upload photos and/or videos to your Google My Business profile weekly to 
show Google that you continue to keep the profile fresh with new imagery

This is a great opportunity to showcase your talent and professional 
capabilities. 



GET CLIENTS TO SHARE PHOTOS
Google values when clients share photos on your platform because it 

shows them that people are engaging with you just like on social media



POSTS
Offer

Post a promotion
What’s New

Share updates
Event

Advertise an event
Product

List a product

*Posts are featured prominently for only 7 days 



AUTOMATE POSTS
You can share old posts again on Google with no SEO consequence, 

and this process can even be automated using tools like OneUp



GET CLIENTS TO REVIEW YOU
Reviews are one of the most important aspects of your GMB profile - you not only 
want a large number of positive reviews but good reviews consistently over time



REPLY TO REVIEWS QUICKLY
Make sure to reply to reviews to show Google that you are encouraging 

customer interaction. Positive or Negative. 



REVIEWS CAN HELP SEO
Ask clients to incorporate a keyword phrase in a natural way like:

 
“Out of all the wedding djs in Edmonton we researched, he looked the most 

reputable and once we spoke to him we trusted him…”



DOs AND DON’Ts OF 
KEYWORDS ON GMB 
The ins and outs of keywords, from research 
to implementation



DO CONDUCT RESEARCH
Research and find keywords that are searched regularly - ranking for 

keywords that no one actually searches for does not help 

Ubersuggest



DO UTILIZE INSIGHTS
GMB insights help you see keywords customers are using to find 

you



HOW TO UTILIZE INSIGHTS
Insights can tell you how much traffic you’re getting, the amount 

of views you have on your photos and much more



DO FILL OUT Q&As
Q and A is meant to be a place where clients can ask questions. It 

can also make your profile more complete and incorporate 
keywords



HOW TO CREATE Q&As
As long as you’re in a different Gmail account, you can add 
questions, or you can simply ask someone you know to ask 

questions which you can then answer as the business owner



DON’T KEYWORD STUFF
Cramming keywords in Q&A or any place on GMB could hurt you 

SEO and ruin the user experience 

x



DON’T KEYWORD SPAM
Including keywords that are not part of your business name in your GMB 

profile business name is considered spam. Your ranking can be penalized.

Top DJ Company Wedding DJs Raleigh

actual name keyword spam x



DO REPORT BOGUS LISTINGS
If you see keyword spam in other business names or bogus listings, 

report it to Google using their “Business Redressal Complaint Form”.

keyword spam

*image from Advice Local



HELPING YOUR 
WEBSITE BETTER 
SPEAK TO GOOGLE 
Appealing to Google goes beyond your GMB 
profile - there is more you can do to help your 
online presence speak better to Google



SOCIAL SIGNALS
It’s not just the reviews on your GMB profile that count; Google 

may list other of your review platforms.



SCHEMA

*image from Raven Tools

Schema data is a creation of Google, Bing and Yahoo that can be placed on a website 
to help search engines understand, display and utilize location-based information like 

your address, phone number and more 

Just installing Schema can help you rank four spots higher



TITLE AND META TAGS
You can create a separate title tag and meta description for each 
page to help Google rank for a different key word on each page 



MY TITLE & META GUIDE



WHY PAGE SPEED 
MATTERS AND 
HOW TO FIX IT 
How your page loading speed affects your ranking 
with Google and what you can do to improve it



PAGE SPEED VALUE
Having a fast loading speed is important not only for the user experience but for 

Google as well - if pages take too long it can affect your ranking.



VIDEOS
Videos can have a big impact on your site’s loading times but there’s a way to help make 

sure they do not affect your page speed score with Perfmatters, also, uploading videos to 
YouTube or Vimeo and connecting them to your site afterwards can help also



PHOTOS
If photos are too big for the space they’re in, they will affect your page speed score 

unnecessarily - compression tools can be valuable to help you deal with this quickly 

*image from tinypng.com



TINYPNG.COM
Compress your images to make a big difference to your site loading times 

and Google score



THE RIGHT HOST REALLY HELPS
Find a hosting solution:

●  respond promptly

● have a deep understanding of the platform your site is built on

● provide regular backups

● make platform updates 

● really protects the security of your site



TYPES OF BLOG 
POSTS 
Different types of blog posts and how to get the 
most SEO benefit



1. EDUCATIONAL
When someone comes to your site there should already be enough for them to be able to 
decide whether or not to contact you, so educational blog posts won’t generate clients - 
you could get a thousand visitors a month from one post on something like “top popular 

mother-son wedding dances”, but what is the chance you will get real business from that?

- Add SEO 



2. REAL EVENTS
Posting about real events you’ve done can be valuable since you can easily drive 

traffic to your site by asking clients to share their event post on social media



3. VENUE-FOCUSED
One of the best blogging strategies is to focus on venues through individual venue 
pages which share elements of real events and what you liked about the venue - 

the goal is to rank for that venue by name



4. OPTIMIZED
SEO-optimized blog posts are created to rank for the right terms that can actually 

bring you local customers - the key is to continue to update them regularly



COLLINS CASE STUDY
To help our client Collins Entertainment, we created a blogpost to drive traffic from 
wedding couples who are looking for venues (who will also still likely need a DJ); a 

regular page on a DJ site would never rank for this term.



5. RECIPROCAL
Doing reciprocal blog posts with other vendors means you can each get backlink 

opportunities and more exposure to potential clients in a way that demonstrates trust - 
doing this with venues could be particularly valuable



HOW TO GET 
BACKLINKS TO 
YOUR SITE  
The right type of backlinks will help your Google 
ranking. The two best types of backlinks are:

● Sites that get a lot of traffic
● Sites which are weddings or events focused



MYWEDDINGSONGS.COM
Matt Campbell’s MyWeddingSongs.com is a great site for a strong SEO backlink 



WEDDINGVIBE.COM
With my special link you can create a free business profile on Wedding Vibe which 
will give you a strong backlink for SEO in addition to potential customer exposure



High traffic site that welcomes blog posts

SAMPLE OF GENERIC BACKLINK



LOCAL BACKLINKS
In addition to industry-focused directories or general high traffic sites, 

get strong local backlinks like your area’s Chamber of Commerce



DON’T TAP INTO THE SAME WELL
It’s better to have 50 links from 50 different domains than 500 more links from a site 

that already links to you - visit my blog for 80 opportunities for free backlinks



STUDY COMPETITOR LINKS
Check your competitors to see what backlinks they are getting 

and if you can get them as well



SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
Do posts with links not only to your home page but other important pages or 

blog posts as well as Facebook groups. Google loves getting traffic to your site 
from social media and in fact tracks it in their analytics



PRESS RELEASES
Use press releases to help you build credibility with SEO benefits as well



FREE PRESS RELEASES
Many reputable sites may offer free press releases - the SMB Guide has a 

useful article with their top 10 sites to try

real free press release



WHAT YOU DON’T 
WANT GOOGLE TO 
SEE 
Sometimes there are things you don’t want Google 
to crawl. Is your site hiding all that it should?



HIDDEN PAGES
Hide any pages you don’t want Google to see, such as if you don’t want your pricing to 

be publicly available or if you have pages which are only for existing clients - 
remember you can password protect pages if needed



MULTIPLE VERSIONS
Go to site:mydomainname.com to see if Google is listing your site 

correctly, only one version of your site should be shown - check if there 
are multiple versions like http: , https: , http://www. , and so on 

*image from Google



SEO RESOURCES 
Free tools to help you with everything from 
keyword research to title tags and meta 
descriptions



REV
If you need to transcribe an audio into text Rev can do captions, 

transcriptions and subtitles 



WRITING ASSISTANCE
Jarvis is an artificial intelligence tool that can help you write copy for blogs, 

social media posts and more



ANSWER THE PUBLIC
Answer The Public can be used to generate content ideas based on real 

searches on any kind of topic



MONIKER
Register your domain with Moniker.com for five years and show 

Google that you are here to stay 



UBERSUGGEST
Researching keywords is an important step in any SEO strategy, 

just make sure to set your location correctly



KEYWORD.COM
Easily get information on how much your ranking for keywords changes over 
time, this helps you improve your SEO strategy with data rather than guesses



PINGDOM
I recommend the free Pingdom page speed tool you can use to check your site’s 

loading speed and find potential improvements for you or your developer to make



PERFMATTERS
Perfmatters is a Wordpress plugin which can potentially help you 

dramatically cut down on page speed issues due to slow video loading times



SCREAMING FROG
Check your title tags and meta descriptions using this tool, which 
“crawls” your site to pull all the important details within minutes

*image from Screaming Frog



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, infographics & 

images by Freepik

TIME & PATIENCE
Remember that SEO success takes time and patience

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


BUNN DJ CASE STUDY
To get a really good glance at how SEO can work, take a look at the case study of the 

work we did for Joe Bunn’s website



Want to learn more?

Read more...
about GMB tools and tips 
you need to know

Contact Me
for a free 30-minute consult to 
discuss your SEO

Read more...
about setting up your 
profile for success

CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons by 
Flaticon, including infographic & images by Freepik  

201.244.5969

brian@brianlawrence.com

www.brianlawrence.com


